
                  Automate for Microsoft Purview
 

Control eDiscovery in Microsoft 365 with Rampiva Automate for Microsoft Purview.

 

The only independent platform with integrations into Azure, Nuix, Relativity and Reveal-Brainspace, Rampiva 

Automate for Microsoft Purview is a powerful way to accelerate data requests from Microsoft 365. Stop watching 

the progress bar – focus on case strategy, project management, and educating stakeholders.

24-Hour Job Queue

Power a 24-hour “assembly line” for managing 

collections without having to monitor the progress 

of review sets, export sets, and downloads. Leverage 

a shared interface, error alerts, and in-platform 

notifications so your team can better manage 
collection obligations. 

Purview Export

Drive the creation of export sets and the download 

of items from Microsoft Purview to an Azure storage 

account or to your local infrastructure. Free your team 

from having to check the status of the collection 

while eliminating latency between each step.   

Export Metadata

Convert Purview exports into Nuix Logical Image files 
that can be loaded into Nuix Workstation with the 

family relationships and metadata from Microsoft 

365, for deduplication and analysis when handling 

PSTs, Teams communications, SharePoint sites and 

other data sources.

Azure Administration

Run jobs on your local infrastructure or in Azure 

on a single- or multi-server configuration and 
automatically allocate compute resources just-in-

time to optimize cost and project completion times. 

Stage exports in Azure before moving them to your 

service provider or to local infrastructure. 

Authentication and Access Controls

Log in to Rampiva Automate using a Microsoft 

account and restrict resource access with granular 

security policies – ensuring control and privacy.

Native PowerShell Scripting

Run external applications in a unified workflow with 
Rampiva’s native PowerShell function.

Microsoft PowerBI

Understand activity, performance, and productivity 

across all clients, matters and cases – from legal hold 

notifications through review!
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Who is “Automate for Microsoft Purview” For

Enterprises who are looking to automate the collection of data from Microsoft 365 with more control and fewer 

resources. This solution reduces the time required to perform collections, increases the robustness and auditing 

of collections, and further automates the rest of the eDiscovery process at scale, including processing and review.

Implementation

Test drive Automate for Microsoft Purview with a free Community-edition license, by following the guides on 

our Community portal https://community.rampiva.com/t/community-edition-getting-started/78. This version 

is lightweight and can be upgraded to include the full integration capabilities to Nuix, Relativity, and Reveal-

Brainspace. 

About Rampiva

Rampiva is a global software provider focused on data automation, system administration, and analytics. 

Rampiva’s solutions are a force multiplier and accelerator for eDiscovery and forensics teams around the world, 

including government regulatory agencies, top advisory and AmLaw 100 firms, and prominent legal service and 
digital forensics vendors.
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